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Travel Behavior Data Collection

• Smartphone apps can automatically create travel 
diaries.

• Automatic sensing for geospatial/temporal data 
(when and where).

• Manual inputs from users for qualitative data
(how and why).

o These questions range in complexity depending on 
use case.

o Deeper questions: How much did your trip cost? 
How did you spend your time between trips?
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NREL OpenPATH
(Open Platform for Agile Trip Heuristics)

• Open-source platform for travel diaries—
anyone can use, modify, and/or contribute.

• Multi-tenant architecture—several ongoing 
programs under the NREL OpenPATH 
umbrella.

• Configurable for different use cases.

Any parties interested in using 
OpenPATH can talk to us afterwards!
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lower user burden 👍
basic data 👎

richer data 👍
higher user burden 👎

Trade-off: user burden vs. richness of data

Simple “mode” and 
“purpose” labels

Trip-level 
questionnaire

Time use survey

The desired use case depends on the specific goals of the research, 
so we aim to support the full spectrum

Spectrum of Qualitative User Inputs
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• Users specifically record the date and 
time for each survey response.

• Multiple responses can be recorded, 
associated with trips or the places in 
between trips.

• Captures a richer representation of 
travel behavior.

• Time-use data can be used for activity-
based travel demand modeling.1,2

Time-Based Inputs
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Custom Surveys

• Surveys are in a standard format (ODK) 
used by other free and open-source 
tools, so it is easy to create a survey in 
spreadsheets or an online survey 
builder.

• Custom surveys integrate into the app 
without having to change the code.

• Surveys can support different languages, 
a variety of question types, conditional 
branching, and form validation.
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